
Transforming Technology Into Solutions

Demanding service level

agreements and tight deadlines

require automation as a critical

component of any successful,

fast-paced print and mail

operation. With ever-narrower

print windows and the need for

constant status updates, human

interaction can actually

jeopardize the integrity of the

process and hinder performance.

Using a correctly-configured and

automated front-to-finish system

dramatically improves processing

efficiencies and provides an

accurate, reliable, and cost-

effective solution.

To learn more how Uluro’s

OnceAmation® can revolutionize

how you do business, visit our

web site at www.uluro.com. 

E l iminate  
unnecessar y  hass les ,
incons i s tent  qua l i ty,

product iv i ty  losses , and
unwarranted  costs  wi th  a

s ing le , fu l ly  automated,
integrated  so lut ion  

f rom Uluro T M .

AUTOMATION



Demanding service
level agreements and

tight deadlines requires
automation to be a critical

component of any success-
ful, fast-paced print and mail

operation. And with ever-narrower
print windows and the need for constant

status updates, human interaction can actually
jeopardize the integrity of the process and hinder
performance. Using a correctly-configured and
automated front-to-finish system dramatically
improves processing efficiencies and provides an
accurate, reliable, and cost-effective solution.

Uluro’s unique, patented OnceAmation® technology
lets you set up a print and mail application once,
then initiate and deploy it repeatedly without
further manual intervention. This distinctive
technology is based on over 20 years of lean
manufacturing and document production
experience. It provides a true front-to-finish suite
of solutions integrated into a unified, fully automated
document production system able to handle all your
mission-critical communications. Uluro optimizes
the entire process including file receipt & validation,
document composition, address management,
production and tracking, output management and
delivery across multiple channels into a continuous
stream of interconnected solutions eliminating the
need to piecemeal multiple silo solutions.

Uluro is about automation and creating
efficiencies around the way documents are
created and produced to further streamline
customer workflows and deliver highly
personalized communications across multiple
channels.  A SQL database provides secure access
to data for internal or external integration
coupled with checks and balances to ensure that
every step in the process is accounted for. Uluro
is a fully automated, integrated solution spanning
key operations from data receipt and verifi-
cation to document composition to address
management. Uluro maximizes efficiency while
reducing costs for:

· Job Setup & Configuration
· Composition
· File Receipt & Submission
· Data Validation & File Duplication Testing
· Data Processing
· Web Proofing
· Postal Processing
· Job Sorting, Merging, & Splitting
· Print File Creation
· Job Reporting
· Security & File Protection

Eliminate unnecessary hassles, inconsistent quality,
productivity losses, and unwarranted additional
costs with a single, fully automated, integrated
solution from Uluro.

AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

“Ucompose simplifies our workflow and allows us to concentrate using our resources
where we can grow our business. It allows us to create the customizations our 

client’s desire without having to consistently reinvent the wheel.”

— David Stevens, Vice President of Information Technology
LetterLogic, Inc.

Email: Sales@Uluro.com
www.uluro.com
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